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male experience and share their perspectives to inform their subjects and improve their lives. Each part (history, research and research trends, health, education, criminal and social justice, hip-hop, and programs and initiatives) provides several essays and ends with a personal vignette by a former student of Ransaw. Gause’s concluding piece, “Where Do We Go From Here,” asks readers to explore what it means to be a black man in the United States and to find long-term solutions to gender and racial prejudice. Although all the essays are superb, the sections on education and hip-hop are particular standouts, with pointed discussion on out-of-the-box teaching strategies, the school-to-prison pipeline, and hip-hop as an avenue of unpacking the complexities of black masculinity. This is a seminal piece and insights for researchers, advanced students, policymakers, and experienced community practitioners. — Rob Tench, Old Dominion Univ. Libs., Norfolk, VA

Violence in Popular Culture: American and Global Perspectives. Greenwood.


Most readers are aware of the pervasiveness of violence in U.S. popular culture, but many who pick up this crisp, informative encyclopedia will be surprised to learn just how far it extends: Disney movies, Broadway musicals, and famous novels. Finley (sociology & criminology, Barry Univ., FL) and coauthors thoroughly explore the influence of violence in the media. Students in need of information for reports will gravitate to the chapter on video games, which analyzes Call of Duty, World of Warcraft, and Super Mario Brothers, among others. Other sections examine radio, film, TV, music, and literature. Chapters begin with excellent introductions, and the 100-plus entries contain further reading suggestions. A lengthy list of recommended resources concludes the work. The volume is balanced, covering controversial subjects and larger issues such as censorship, the effect of violence on children, and First Amendment rights. — Verdict An absorbing, timely title for high school and undergraduate students and general readers interested in media depictions of violence.—Rob Tench, Old Dominion Univ. Libs., Norfolk, VA
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By Brian T. Sullivan

CONTENT This collection of primary sources offers insight into European maritime exploration from about 1420 to 1920, focusing on British, French, Spanish, Portuguese, and Dutch explorers. This period covers everything from the earliest voyages of Vasco de Gama and Christopher Columbus up through the race to be the first to reach the North and South Poles. In between are searches for the so-called “New World,” the establishment of European settlements on every continent, and the discovery of the Northwest and Northeast Passages. Materials include diaries, ships’ logbooks, correspondence, maps, art, photographs, manuscripts, scientific papers, and even some audio and video footage. Content is drawn from 12 libraries and archives from the United States, Canada, the UK, France, and New Zealand. The resource also features an interactive chronology and map and biographies.

Documents are divided into ten themes, including new territories, life at sea, indigenous peoples, and competition. Some highlights include Capt. James Cook’s journals, Le livre des Merveilles by Marco Polo, and the silent film Sir Ernest Shackleton’s Glorious Epic of the Antarctic (1919). Researchers can investigate a wide range of archival materials marking key events in the history of European exploration and colonialism.

USABILITY The homepage, and every other page, features a basic keyword search box. Users can filter results by date range, document type, theme, region, language, and library/archive. They can also narrow results to documents, images, or secondary resources. Each filter type has check boxes that easily allow users to select whatever combination of options they desire, resulting in precise searches with minimal technical expertise required. Users can also sort the search results by nearly all of the filter options.

An advanced search lets users select from the various filters up front. They can also construct searches by keyword, titles, people, or regions. A set of search directories list keywords, people, places, expeditions, and ships and allow users to select from terms drawn from the metadata.

Each search result, in addition to the documents themselves, contains valuable additional information (date, collection name, regions, keywords, language, and more), and much of it is formatted as clickable links. Users can easily construct additional searches and find related documents. Researchers can view or download materials as PDFs. Citations can be copy/pasted or exported to EndNote, RefWorks, and Zotero.

The “documents” tab opens a page of options very similar to those found under advanced search. From here, users can home in on materials of interest by region, document type, theme, and library/archive. As with advanced search, each facet offers checkable boxes to create an efficient navigation experience. Another tab lets researchers quickly locate maps in the collection or explore an interactive map that illustrates more than 50 well-known and